
ZETA FUNCTIONS FOR CURVES AND LOG CANONICAL MODELSWillem Veys�Abstract. The topological zeta function and Igusa's local zeta function are respectivelya geometrical invariant associated to a complex polynomial f and an arithmetical invariantassociated to a polynomial f over a p{adic �eld. When f is a polynomial in two variableswe prove a formula for both zeta functions in terms of the so{called log canonical modelof f�1f0g in A 2 . This result yields moreover a conceptual explanation for a known can-cellation property of candidate poles for these zeta functions. Also in the formula forIgusa's local zeta function appears a remarkable non{symmetric `q{deformation' of theintersection matrix of the minimal resolution of a Hirzebruch{Jung singularity.
Introduction.(0.1) Let f 2 C [x1 ; : : : ; xn] and �x an embedded resolution (with normal crossings)h : X ! A n of f�1f0g. We denote by Ei; i 2 S, the (reduced) irreducible componentsof h�1(f�1f0g), and byNi and �i�1 the multiplicities of Ei in the divisor of respectivelyf � h and h�(dx1 ^ � � � ^ dxn) on X. The (Ni; �i) are called the numerical data of theresolution (X; h). For I � S denote also �EI := (\i2IEi) n ([j 62IEj).(0.2) To f and d 2 N n f0g one associates the topological zeta functionZ(d)top(s) := XI�S8i2I:djNi �( �EI)Yi2I 1�i + sNiand analogously Z(d)top;0(s) replacing �( �EI) by �( �EI \ h�1f0g) for any I � S. Here �(�)denotes the complex Euler{Poincar�e characteristic. Those zeta functions are invariantsof respectively f and the germ of f at 0 and were introduced by Denef and Loeser in [6];the remarkable fact that the de�ning expressions do not depend on the chosen resolutionis proved by expressing them as a limit of Igusa's local zeta functions, which are de�nedas below. (For n = 2 we do not need this limit argument; one can easily verify that thede�nitions are unambiguous using the existence of the minimal embedded resolution.)1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 32S50 11S80 14E30 (14G20).Key words and phrases. Topological zeta function, Igusa's local zeta function, curve singularities,log canonical model.�Postdoctoral Fellow of the Belgian National Fund for Scienti�c Research (N.F.W.O.)1



(0.3) Let K be a �nite extension of the �eld Qp of p{adic numbers, R the valuationring of K, P the maximal ideal of R, and �K = R=P the residue �eld with cardinality q.For z 2 K we denote by jzj its absolute value and by ac(z) its angular component. Tof(x) 2 K[x]; x = (x1; : : : ; xn), and a character { : R� ! C � one associates Igusa'slocal zeta function ZK(s) := ZRn {(ac f(x))jf(x)jsjdxj ;and analogously ZK;0(s) replacing Rn by Pn, for Re(s) > 0. Here jdxj denotes the Haarmeasure on Kn, normalized such that Rn has measure 1. Igusa [7] showed that it isa rational function of q�s, so it extends to a meromorphic function on C . Under mildconditions there is a formula for Igusa's local zeta function in terms of an embeddedresolution (X; h) of f�1f0g, similar to the de�ning expression for the topological zetafunction; see x4. The following is always true [7] : using the notations of (0.1) all realpoles of ZK(s) and ZK;0(s) are among the values ��i=Ni; i 2 S.(0.4) For both zeta functions it is striking that `most' candidate poles are actuallybad. This fact would be explained by Igusa's monodromy conjecture [5] which impliesthat generically exceptional varieties Ei with (�1)n�( �Ei) > 0 do not contribute to thepoles. Indeed it appears that in concrete examples `most' exceptional varieties satisfythis condition (even mostly the equality). By now there exist a lot of partial resultsconcerning this phenomenon. In particular for n = 2 it is clear that �( �Ei) > 0 for anexceptional curve Ei if and only if it intersects exactly once or twice other componentsEj ; j 2 S; and it is well known by now that such Ei indeed do not contribute to thepoles. In this paper we provide a conceptual explanation for this fact as a consequenceof a new formula for both zeta functions in terms of the so{called (relative) log canonicalmodel of (A 2 ; f�1f0gred).(0.5) The log canonical model of (A 2 ; f�1f0gred) consists of a normal surface Xc and aproper morphism hc : Xc ! A 2 . We have in particular that (Xc; hc) is unique and thatevery embedded resolution h : X ! A 2 of f�1f0g factors asX '�! Xc hc�! A 2 :Important here is that ' contracts exactly the `non{contributing' Ei; i 2 S. If moreoverX is the minimal embedded resolution then ' contracts exactly all exceptional Eiwith �( �Ei) > 0. In fact those contractions induce singular points on Xc which are ofHirzebruch{Jung type. The important ingredients in our formula are the contributionsof those singularities. We describe briey these contributions.(0.6) Let Fi; i 2 T , be the exceptional curves of hc. Analogously as in (0.1) we cande�ne for any Fi its numerical data (Ni; �i), which are in fact the same as the numericaldata of its strict transform in any embedded resolution X. Fix a singular point P ofXc. We will see that exactly one or two exceptional components Fi pass through P ; sayF1 and F2 do so. Then the contribution of P to the topological zeta function ism(�1 + sN1)(�2 + sN2)2



where m is an invariant of P ; more precisely the absolute value of the determinant ofthe intersection matrix of its resolution. The contribution of P to Igusa's local zetafunction is (q � 1)2Dq2(q�1+sN1 � 1)(q�2+sN2 � 1)where D is the determinant of a remarkable non{symmetric `q{deformation' of the sameintersection matrix. We should remark that in this case the variable s and the numericaldata of F1 and F2 also occur in the expression for D. When only F1 passes through Pwe have analogous contributions putting formally (N2; �2) = (0; 1) above.(0.7) In x1 we recall some terminology from the Minimal Model Program, in particularthe notion of log canonical model. After some preliminary results in x2 we prove theformula for the topological zeta function in x3. The necessary background concern-ing Igusa's local zeta function is briey described in x4. Then in x5 we introduce a`q{deformation' of the intersection matrix of a chain of rational curves; its determinantappears in the formula for Igusa's local zeta function, which we prove in x6.1. Log canonical models.(1.1) We work over an algebraically closed �eld of characteristic zero. To a pair (V;B)with V a normal variety and B a reduced Weil divisor on V one can associate a unique`partial embedded resolution of singularities' which is called the log canonical model of(V;B). We �rst recall some essential terminology from the Minimal Model Programand its log version. See for example [10,12,20] for an introduction and other references.(1.2) On any normal variety V there is a well de�ned linear equivalence class of canonical(Weil) divisors, denoted by KV . A Weil divisor D on V is called Q{Cartier if rD isCartier for some r 2 N n f0g.Let now V be a normal variety and D a reduced Weil divisor on V such that KV +Dis Q{Cartier. Let h : X ! V be an embedded resolution (with normal crossings) of Don V . Denote by D0 the strict transform of D by h and by Ei; i 2 S, the irreduciblecomponents of the exceptional divisor. Choose representatives of KV and KX such thath�KV and KX coincide on h�1(Vreg). ThenKX +D0 +Xi2S Ei = h�(KV +D) +Xi2S aiEifor some ai 2 Q . The pair (V;D) is said to have only log canonical singularities (or tobe log canonical) if KV +D is Q{Cartier and for some (or equivalently : any) embeddedresolution h : X ! V we have that ai > 0 for all i 2 S.Remark. (i) This is a rather special condition; generically we have ai < 0. The easiestexample of a log canonical pair is just a divisor with normal crossings on a nonsingularvariety; an arbitrary log canonical pair could be thought o� as `deviating not too badly'from such a normal crossings situation.(ii) The de�nition above includes the caseD = 0; we then say that V is log canonical. (Itis not di�cult to see that the singularities of a log canonical V can be more complicatedthan the singularities of V when (V;D) is a log canonical pair with D 6= 0.)3



1.3. De�nition. Let V be a normal variety and B a reduced Weil divisor on V . A logcanonical model of the pair (V;B) is a proper birational morphism hc : Xc ! V suchthat(i) the pair (Xc; Ec+B0) is log canonical, where Ec is the reduced exceptional divisorof hc and B0 the strict transform of B, and(ii) KXc +Ec + B0 is hc{ample, i.e. its restriction on any �bre of hc is ample.If such a log canonical model exists it is unique; so then we call it the log canonicalmodel of (V;B).Remark. In the terminology of [12] we have in fact that hc : (Xc; Ec + B0) ! V is the(relative) log canonical model of the identity map (V;B)! V .Denote n = dimV . If the (relative) Log Minimal Model Program and the relatedLog Abundance Conjecture are true in dimension n then as an immediate consequencethe log canonical model of (V;B) exists, and moreover for any embedded resolutionh : X ! V of B in V there exists a factorizationX � '� ! Xc hc�! Vof h through hc, where ' is in general a birational map.Up to now this log canonical model is proved to exist for n = 2 and n = 3. For n = 2this is well known; for n = 3 see [12, Theorem 6.16]. (In fact this proof avoids the LogAbundance Theorem for n = 3 which was shown later in [11].)(1.4) In this paper we will only use the case n = 2. Then in the factorization above wehave moreover that ' is a morphism. Furthermore there exists for n = 2 a nice classi-�cation of log canonical singularities [2,9]. First it is easy to see that for a nonsingularsurface V the pair (V;D) is log canonical if and only if D has at most nodes as singular-ities. So to describe locally all possible log canonical pairs it su�ces to know all germsof normal surface singularities P 2 V s.t. (V;D) is log canonical, i.e. to know all logcanonical surface singularities. We list here the possibilities with D 6= 0 by describingthe minimal resolution of P (which turns out to be also an embedded resolution of Din V ).In the dual embedded resolution graph we denote the exceptional curves by dots, theirreducible components of the strict transform of D by circles, and any intersectionsby lines connecting the corresponding dots or circles. If P 2 (V;D) is a log canonicalsurface singularity with D 6= 0 then its dual resolution graph is one of the following,where moreover all exceptional curves are rational and the numbers denote self{intersec-tions. : : :� � � ��(1) : : :� � � �� �(2) ......................................................................................................................................: : :� � � � ��� [�2][�2](3) 4



(1.5) In the cases (1) and (2) above the singularity P 2 V is a so{called Hirzebruch{Jungsingularity. Let : : :� � � � �E1 E2 E3 Er�1 Erbe its dual resolution graph and let ��i denote the self{intersection of Ei. Clearly P iscompletely determined by the ordered row �1; �2; : : : ; �r. Equivalently it is characterizedby two positive integers m and q which can be given in two ways; �rst by the expansionin continued fractions mq = �1 � 1�2 � 1�3�::: :Secondly m (respectively q) is the absolute value of the determinant of the intersectionmatrix of the Ei; 1 6 i 6 r (respectively 2 6 i 6 r). The singularity with such data mand q is denoted by Am;q.There is one ambiguity in this notation. For any pair of integers (m; q) satisfying1 6 q < m there is an Am;q{singularity. Now Am;q is the same as Am0;q0 if and only ifm = m0 and q �q0 � 1 modm; so in general there are two possible notations for the samesingularity. (Of course this corresponds to the fact that an ordered row �1; �2; : : : ; �rdetermines the same singularity as its inverse �r; : : : ; �2; �1.) See for example [3] formore information.2. Preparations.(2.1) Fix f 2 C [x; y]. Let h : X ! A 2 be the minimal embedded resolution of f�1f0gin A 2 . We denote by Ei; i 2 S, the (reduced) irreducible components of h�1(f�1f0g).For each i 2 S let Ni and �i � 1 be the multiplicities of Ei in the divisor of respectivelyf � h and h�(dx ^ dy) on X. We have Ni; �i > 1 and if Ei is an irreducible componentof the strict transform of f�1f0g, then �i = 1. Denote also �Ei := Ei n\j 6=iEj for i 2 S.(2.2) We will need the following relations between numerical data [13, Lemme II.2]. (Seealso [5] or [18] for a short conceptual proof.)Proposition. Fix one exceptional curve E with self{intersection number ��, inter-secting k times other components E1; : : : ; Ek. Then�N = kXj=1Nj and �� = kXj=1(�j � 1) + 2 :(2.3) For d 2 N n f0g the de�ning expression for Z(d)top(s) reduces toZ(d)top(s) = �(A 2 n f�1f0g) +Xi2SdjNi �( �Ei)�i + sNi + Xfi;jg�SdjNi;djNj �(Ei \Ej)(�i + sNi)(�j + sNj)5



and analogously for Z(d)top;0(s). Take now exceptional curves Ei; 1 6 i 6 r, with self{intersections ��i and any components E0 and Er+1, intersecting as in Figure 1.
............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............. .............: : : E0

E1E2Er+1 Er
Figure 1For any i = 1; : : : ; r it is trivial to verify using Proposition 2.2 that the contribution1�i + sNi � 1�i�1 + sNi�1 + 1�i+1 + sNi+1 �of Ei to Z(1)top(s) reduces to �i(�i�1+sNi�1)(�i+1+sNi+1) . In particular the candidate pole� �iNi is superuous. So we should be able to write the contribution of [ri=1Ei to Z(1)top(s)as(�) m(�0 + sN0)(�r+r + sNr+1)for some constant m. (And analogously `without E0' by putting formally (N0; �0) =(0; 1).) This is in fact quite easy but the nice conceptual explanation is that Z(d)top(s) isalready determined by the log canonical model of (A 2 ; f�1f0gred) and the term (�) isthe contribution of an Am;q{singularity on this log canonical model. We will prove thisin the next section.(2.4) A �rst con�rmation is that in Figure 1 the (Ni; �i); 1 6 i 6 r, are completelydetermined by (N0; �0); (Nr+1; �r+1) and the �i; 1 6 i 6 r. We will use the followingexplicit formula later on.Lemma. Let Ei; 1 6 i 6 r, be exceptional curves and E0; Er+1 any components in-tersecting as in Figure 1. For 1 6 k 6 ` 6 r denote by �k;` the absolute value of thedeterminant of the intersection matrix of [ì=kEi, i.e. �k;` = j � Ei � Ejjk6i;j6`, andput �k;` = 1 for k > `. Then for i = 1; : : : ; r we have(i) �i + sNi = 1�1;r [�i+1;r(�0 + sN0) + �1;i�1(�r+1 + sNr+1)] :With the same data E1; : : : ; Er+1 but without E0 we have for i = 1; : : : ; r that(ii) �i + sNi = 1�1;r [�i+1;r +�1;i�1(�r+1 + sNr+1)] :6



Proof. (i) By Proposition 2.2 we have for i = 1; : : : ; r that �(�i�1 + sNi�1) + �i(�i +sNi)� (�i+1 + sNi+1) = 0, where ��i is the self{intersection of Ei. In matrix notationthis yields0BBBBBB@ �1 �1�1 �2 �1 0�1 �3 . . .0 �r�1 �1�1 �r
1CCCCCCA �0BBBBBB@ �1 + sN1�2 + sN2...�r + sNr

1CCCCCCA = 0BBBBBB@ �0 + sN00...0�r+1 + sNr+1
1CCCCCCAand by inverting we obtain the stated expressions.(ii) Just put formally (N0; �0) = (0; 1) in (i). �2.5. Proposition. The log canonical model of (A 2 ; f�1f0gred) is obtained from theminimal embedded resolution X by contracting all exceptional curves Ei which intersectonce or twice other components. More precisely 3 possibilities occur for a maximal chainE1; : : : ; Er of such curves :

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................ .......................................................................................................................................... ............. ............. ................... ............. ............. ............. ......: : : E0E1E2Er+1 Er �! �P E00E0r+1(i)

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ............. .............: : : E1E2Er+1 Er �! �P E0r+1(ii) ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ...................................................................................................... .............................................................................................. ......................................................................................................................�!hE1E E0(iii)Here Er+1 is an exceptional curve intersecting at least 3 times other components, E isan irreducible component of the strict transform, and E0 is one of those two possibilities.In cases (i) and (ii) [ri=1Ei contracts to a Hirzebruch{Jung singularity P and in case(iii) the contraction is just locally the resolution map h.Remark. Case (iii) is locally the embedded resolution of a node. We could eventuallyhave included a node in A 2 as having normal crossings, and then this case would notappear.Proof. This is well known but hard to locate in the literature. Property (i) in de�nition1.3 is clearly satis�ed using the classi�cation in (1.4). We just make property (ii)plausible. 7



Let ki be the number of times that an exceptional curve Ei intersects other compo-nents. Then by adjunctiondeg(KX +Xj2SEj)jEi = (KX +Xj2SEj) �Ei = ki � 2:So KX +Pj2S Ej is not h{ample because of the Ei with ki 6 2. (In fact let X '!Xc hc! A 2 denote the factorization of h by the contraction morphism ' in the statementof the proposition and E0i the image by ' of a non{contracted component Ei. Fix anexceptional component Ei with ki > 3, and let Amj ;qj ; 1 6 j 6 t, be the Hirzebruch{Jung singularities on Xc of case (ii) belonging to E0i. Then it is not di�cult to verifythat (KXc + X̀E 0̀) �E0i = (KX +Xj2SEj) �Ei � kXj=1 1mj = ki � 2� tXj=1 1mj :Since t 6 2 and moreover the situation m1 = m2 = 2 is impossible this number isstrictly positive, and so KXc +P`E 0̀ is hc{ample.) �3. Formula for the topological zeta function.(3.1) We �rst prove the formula for Z(1)top;0(s) in terms of the log canonical model ofthe germ of (A 2 ; f�1f0gred) at 0; the global case is completely analogous. To simplifynotations we suppose that this germ is not already log canonical itself. (As remarkedin (1.4) this would mean that the germ of f�1f0g is analytically isomorphic to xN orxNyN 0 and then Z(1)top;0(s) is respectively 11+Ns and 1(1+Ns)(1+N 0s) .)(3.2) Let hc : Xc ! (germ of A 2 at 0) be the log canonical model of the germ of(A 2 ; f�1f0gred) at 0. Let Fi; i 2 Te, be the exceptional curves of hc and Fi; i 2 Ts, bethe irreducible components of the strict transform of the germ of f�1f0g. For i 2 Te[Tswe can de�ne analogously as in (2.1) the numerical data (Ni; �i) of Fi, which are of coursejust the numerical data of the strict transform of Fi in the resolution space X.We partition the contributing locus [i2TeFi to Z(1)top;0(s) into the following naturalstrata :(i) the set of smooth curves �F i := (Fi n [j2Te[Ts;j 6=iFj) \ (Xc)reg for i 2 Te;(ii) the set P1 of all points P 2 (Xc)sing belonging to exactly one exceptional curve;(iii) the set P2 of all points P belonging to exactly two components Fi.3.3. Theorem. Using the notations of (3.2) we have the following formula for Z(1)top;0(s)in terms of the log canonical model of the germ of (A 2 ; f�1f0gred) at 0 :Z(1)top;0(s) = Xi2Te �( �F i)�i + sNi + XPi2P1 mi�i + sNi + XPi2P2 mi(�i + sNi)(�0i + sN 0i) :8



Here Pi 2 P1 is an Ami;qi{singularity and Pi 2 Fi;Pi 2 P2 is either an Ami;qi{singularityor a nonsingular point (in this case we put mi := 1) and fPig = Fi \ F 0i .Proof. Fix an Am;q{singularity P 2 (Xc)sing. Say fPg = F0 \ Fr+1, respectivelyP 2 Fr+1 n [j 6=r+1Fj , and let the minimal resolution of P be the chain E1; : : : ; Er inX : ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................ .................................................................................................. ............. ............. ................... ............. ............. ............. ......: : : E0E1E2Er+1 Er �!� �P F0Fr+1We just have to prove that the contribution of [ri=1Ei to Z(1)top;0(s) ism(�0 + sN0)(�r+1 + sNr+1) ; respectively m�r+1 + sNr+1 :We treat the �rst case; the other case is analogous by putting formally (N0; �0) =(0; 1). For any k = 1; : : : ; r let �k denote the absolute value of the determinant ofthe intersection matrix of [ki=1Ei; we show by induction on k that the contribution of[ki=1Ei to Z(1)top;0(s) is �k(�0+sN0)(�k+1+sNk+1) .The case k = 1 is trivial. Using the induction hypothesis the contribution of [ki=1Ei is1(�k + sNk)(�k+1 + sNk+1) + �k�1(�0 + sN0)(�k + sNk) =(�0 + sN0) + �k�1(�k+1 + sNk+1)(�0 + sN0)(�k + sNk)(�k+1 + sNk+1) :Now by Lemma 2.4 this last numerator is exactly �k(�k + sNk). �(3.4) A reformulation of Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 of [19] in terms of the log canonicalmodel yields : s0 is a pole of Z(1)top;0(s) if and only if s0 = ��i=Ni for some i 2 Te [ Ts.Moreover s0 is a pole of order 2 if and only if s0 = ��i=Ni = ��j=Nj for intersecting Fiand Fj and in that case s0 is the pole closest to the origin. In particular all candidatepoles in the formula of Theorem 3.3 are in fact poles !(3.5) Fix now any d 2 N n f0g. We will derive the generalized formula for Z(d)top;0(s);again the global case is analogous. As in (3.1) we exclude for simplicity the trivial casethat this germ is already log canonical itself.(3.6) We keep using the notations of (3.2). Fix an Am;q{singularity P 2 Xc and letthe minimal resolution of P be the chain E1; : : : ; Er in X. We only have to investigatewhen (a part of) [ri=1Ei contributes to Z(d)top;0 and determine this contribution. Thereare two cases :(i) P 2 P1; say P 2 Fr+1; and 9



(ii) P 2 P2; say fPg = F0 \ Fr+1.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ................................................................................................................ .................................................................................................. ............. ............. ................... ............. ............. ............. ......: : : E0E1E2Er+1 Er �!� �P F0Fr+1Remember that we can describe P equivalently as an Am;q{ or an Am0;q0{singularitywhere q, respectively q0, is the absolute value of the determinant of the intersectionmatrix of [ri=2Ei, respectively [r�1i=1Ei.Case (i). By Proposition 2.2 we have that N1jN2 and NijNi�1 +Ni+1 for i = 2; : : : ; r.So djN1 , djNi and djNi+1 for some i = 1; : : : ; r, djNi for all i = 1; : : : ; r + 1:Since moreover N1 = Nr+1m by Lemma 2.4 we have that the contribution of [ri=1Ei toZ(d)top;0(s) is m�r+1+sNr+1 if djNr+1m and 0 otherwise.Case (ii). Now we have by Proposition 2.2 thatdjNi and djNi+1 for some i = 0; : : : ; r,djNi for all i = 0; : : : ; r + 1 :Moreover N1 = q0N0+Nr+1m and Nr = N0+qNr+1m by Lemma 2.4 and consequently thecontribution of [ri=1Ei is m(�0+sN0)(�r+1+sNr+1) if djN0 and dj q0N0+Nr+1m (or equivalentlydjNr+1 and djN0+qNr+1m ), and 0 otherwise.We thus proved the following.3.7. Theorem. Using the notations of (3.2) we have the following formula for Z(d)top;0(s)in terms of the log canonical model of the germ of (A 2 ; f�1f0gred) at 0 :Z(d)top;0 = Xi2TedjNi �( �F i)�i + sNi + XPi2P1djNimi mi�i + sNi + XPi2P2djNi;dj qiNi+N0imi mi(�i + sNi)(�0i + sN 0i) :Here Pi 2 P1 is an Ami;qi{singularity and Pi 2 Fi;Pi 2 P2 is either an Ami;qi{singularityor a nonsingular point (in this case we put mi := 1) and fPig = Fi \ F 0i . Finally inthis characterization of Pi 2 P2 we have that qi is the absolute value of the determinantof the intersection matrix of all exceptional curves in the resolution of Pi but the oneintersecting the strict transform of F 0i .Remark. (i) Let the Ami;qi{singularity Pi 2 P2 have Ami;q0i as equivalent charac-terization. Then we have dj qiNi+N 0imi , djNi+q0iN 0imi , and so the condition for nonzero10



contribution of Pi is in fact one of the two conditions fdjNi; djN 0ig, together with oneof the two conditions fdj qiNi+N 0imi ; djNi+q0iN 0imi g.(ii) This condition can really be read o� from the log canonical model; it is the am-biguity qi $ q0i in the determination of Pi as Hirzebruch{Jung singularity that causespossible confusion. For example choosing N 0i with coe�cient 1 in the summation con-dition over P2 implies that the coe�cient of Ni must be the absolute value of thedeterminant `disjoint from F 0i '.3.8. Example. Take f = y5(y� x)2+ x9. Its embedded resolution X (with numericaldata) and log canonical model Xc are as follows.i Ni �i E2i0 1 11 7 2 {52 9 3 {13 9 3 {24 18 5 {35 26 7 {26 45 12 {1
X..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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P QHere E0 is the strict transform of f�1f0g in X and E1; : : : ; E6 are the exceptionalcurves with self{intersection E2i . In the notations of (3.2) P 2 P1 is an A5;3{ (orA5;2{)singularity and Q 2 P2 an A9;5{ (or A9;2{)singularity. Theorem 3.3 yieldsZ(1)top;0(s) = �( �F 2)�2 + sN2 + �( �F 6)�6 + sN6 + 5�6 + sN6 + 1(�0 + sN0)(�6 + sN6)+ 2 1(�0 + sN0)(�2 + sN2) + 9(�2 + sN2)(�6 + sN6)= 4 + 11s� s2(1 + s)(1 + 3s)(4 + 15s) :The relevant d > 1 are d = 9(, d = 3) and d = 45(, d = 5 , d = 15). By Theorem3.7 we haveZ(9)top;0(s) = �( �F 2)�2 + sN2 + �( �F 6)�6 + sN6 + 5�6 + sN6 = �s(1 + 3s)(4 + 15s) andZ(45)top;0(s) = �( �F 6)�6 + sN6 = �13(4 + 15s) :(The condition for Q to contribute to Z(9)top;0(s) is for example 9jN6 and 9j2N6+N29 , whichis not satis�ed.)3.9. Remark. We conclude this section by the observation that also the monodromyzeta function �(T ) of f at 0 is already determined by the log canonical model of thegerm of (A 2 ; f�1f0gred) at 0. (See for example [1] for this concept and a formula for11



�(T ) in terms of the embedded resolution X.) Using the notations of (3.2) it is easy toderive from [1, Th�eor�eme 3] and case (i) of (3.6) that�(T ) = Qi2Te(TNi � 1)��( �F i)QPi2P1(TNi=mi � 1)where Pi 2 Fi is an Ami;qi{singularity.4. Recapitulation on Igusa's local zeta function.(4.1) Let K be a �nite extension of Qp with valuation ring R, maximal ideal P andresidue �eld K = R=P with cardinality q.To f 2 K[x]; x = (x1; : : : ; xn), and a character { : R� ! C � of order d one associatesZK({; s) and ZK;0({; s) as in the introduction. When { is the trivial character we justwrite ZK(s) and ZK;0(s). From now on we suppose that { is induced by a character ofK; this is the relevant case (see [5, Theorem 3.3]).We choose an embedded resolution h : X ! A n of f�1f0g for which we use thenotations of (0:1), where now the Ei; i 2 S, are considered to be (scheme{theoretically)K{irreducible. We also denote reduction modP by (�)K .4.2. Theorem [5, x3]. Suppose that the resolution (X; h) has good reduction modP(see [5, (3.2)]). Then ZK({; s) = q�nXI�S C{I Yi2I q � 1q�i+sNi � 1with C{I =Xk (�1)k Tr[Frob; Hkc (( �EI)K ;L{)]:Here L{ is a certain `{adic sheaf on XK associated to {, and Frob is the geometricFrobenius of K. For ZK;0({; s) we have an analogous formula replacing ( �EI)K by( �EI)K \ h�1K f0g.Remark. (i) The sheaf L{ is in fact zero on [d-Ni(Ei)K and lisse of rank one elsewhere;we can thus restrict the summation above to subsets I for which djNi for all i 2 I.(ii) When { is the trivial character the sheaf L{ is constant on X and C{I is justthe number of K{rational points on ( �EI)K .(iii) If f and (X; h) are de�ned over a number �eld F , then we have good reductionfor almost all completions K of F (i.e. for all except a �nite number).(4.3) So heuristically the topological zeta function is obtained as a limit when q tendsto 1 of a series of Igusa's local zeta functions. In [6] Denef and Loeser give an exactmeaning to this argument. 12



(4.4) From now on we again �x n = 2 and for simplicity we suppose K to be `largeenough' such that the minimal embedded resolution (X; h) of f�1f0g is de�ned over Kitself, i.e. any K{irreducible Ei and Ei\Ej remain irreducible over an algebraic closureof K. We then use the same notations as in (2.1) concerning (X; h). We also supposethat (X; h) has good reduction mod P .(4.5) The formula of (4.2) for ZK({; s) reduces toq2ZK({; s) = C{; +Xi2SdjNi C{i q � 1q�i+sNi � 1 + Xfi;jg�SdjNi;djNj C{i;j (q � 1)2(q�i+sNi � 1)(q�j+sNj � 1) :Here any relevant C{i;j is just the cardinality of (Ei)K \ (Ej)K , in particular C{i;j =1 whenever Ei and Ej are intersecting exceptional curves with djNi and djNj . Forarbitrary { the constant C{i associated to an exceptional curve Ei with djNi is easyto describe when Ei intersects at most twice other components. When such an Eiintersects exactly once another component, then the determining sheaf L{ is constanton ( �Ei)K �= A 1K and thus C{i = q. When it intersects exactly twice other components,say E1 and E2, then by Proposition 2.2 either djN1 and djN2, or d - N1 and d - N2. Inthe �rst case L{ is constant on (Ei)K �= P1K and thus C{i = q � 1, and in the latterC{i = 0 by [4, Theorem 1.1].5. A q{deformation of the intersection matrix of a chain of rational curves.(5.1) We �x in this section again exceptional curves Ei; 1 6 i 6 r, with self{intersections��i, and any components E0 and Er+1, intersecting as in Figure 1.(5.2) The contribution of [ri=1Ei to ZK(s) and ZK;0(s) is1q2 [ rXi=1 (q � 1)2q�i+sNi � 1 + rXi=0 (q � 1)2(q�i+sNi � 1)(q�i+1+sNi+1 � 1) ] :As for the topological zeta function one should be able to write this contribution as(q � 1)2Brq2(q�0+sN0 � 1)(q�r+1+sNr+1 � 1) ;with in this case Br holomorphic in s. In contrast to the topological case the concretedetermination of Br is far from obvious. We will prove a closed formula for Br givenby the determinant of a remarkable non{symmetric `q{deformation' of the intersectionmatrix of the Ei; 1 6 i 6 r. In fact Br will only depend on (N0; �0); (Nr+1; �r+1) andthe �i; 1 6 i 6 r, and is thus entirely determined by the Am;q{singularity correspondingto [ri=1Ei.(5.3) For aesthetic reasons we �rst introduce the following notations : for i = 1; : : : ; rset <i>:= �i + sNi and Ki :=P�i�1`=0 q`<i> = q�i<i>�1q<i>�1 .13



(So Ki is a `q{deformation' of �i.) It is important to stress that by Lemma 2.4 anygiven polynomial in the q<i>; 0 6 i 6 r+1, can be expressed as a polynomial in q �0+sN0mand q �r+1+sNr+1m with powers depending only on the �i; 1 6 i 6 r.(5.4) To introduce the general result we remark that for r = 1 one easily veri�es thatthe contribution B1 is just K1 (using Proposition 2.2). Then for r = 2 the `natural'descriptions for B2 involving K1 and K2 appear to beB2 = K1 �K2 � q(�1�1)<1>+(�2�1)<2> = K1 �K2 � q<0>+<3>:Already here there is no obvious symmetric deformation of � �1 �1�1 �2 � with one ofthese expressions as determinant. Now before describing our determinant we state thecase r = 8 to give the general idea :�����������������������������

K1 �q<3> q<2> � 1 0 0 0 0 0�q<0> K2 �q<1> 0 0 0 0 00 �q<4> K3 �q<5> q<4> � 1 0 0 00 q<3> � 1 �q<2> K4 �q<3> 0 0 00 0 0 �q<6> K5 �q<7> q<6> � 1 00 0 0 q<5> � 1 �q<4> K6 �q<5> 00 0 0 0 0 �q<8> K7 �q<9>0 0 0 0 0 q<7> � 1 �q<6> K8

�����������������������������The pattern on the main diagonal is clear. One place above and below the diagonalthe entries are of the form �q<i> with pattern (from top to bottom) : : : !<i>!<i+4>!<i+2>!<i+6>!<i+4>!<i+8>! : : : ; above starting with <3>!<1>and below with <0>!<4>. Two places above and below the diagonal the entries areof the form q<i> � 1 or 0 with general pattern (from top to bottom) � � � ! q<i> � 1!0! q<i+2>� 1! 0! q<i+4>� 1! : : : ; above starting with q<2>� 1! 0 and belowwith 0! q<3> � 1.5.5. De�nition. (i) Using the notations of (5.3) we denote by Dr the determinant ofthe (r; r){matrix with entries di;j(1 6 i; j 6 r) de�ned as follows :(1) di;i = Ki for i = 1; : : : ; r:(2) When i is odd di;i�1 = �q<i+1>; di;i+1 = �q<i+2>; di;i+2 = q<i+1> � 1 anddi;j = 0 for j < i� 1 and i+ 2 < j.(3) When i is even di;i�2 = q<i�1> � 1; di;i�1 = �q<i�2>; di;i+1 = �q<i�1> anddi;j = 0 for j < i� 2 and i+ 1 < j. 14



(Of course in (2) and (3) we only de�ne di;j when 1 6 i; j 6 r.)(ii) We denote by D0r the analogous determinant where <0>= �0 + sN0 is replacedby 1 everywhere. Notice that <0> appears implicitly in all <i>; 1 6 i 6 r !Remark. The matrix de�ning Dr�1 is obtained from the matrix de�ning Dr by deletingthe r{th row and column, and analogously for the D0j .In Theorem 6.1 we will show that Dr is exactly the contribution Br of (5.2). Theproof uses the following recursive relation for Dr.5.6. Lemma. Let Dr be as in de�nition 5.5 with r > 3. Thenq<r>(q<r> � 1)Dr = [q<r>(q<r+1> � 1) + q<r+1>(q<r�1> � 1)]Dr�1� q<r+1>(q<r> � 1)Dr�2:Proof. For r even the bottom right part of the matrix determining Dr is: : :Kr�3 �q<r�1> q<r�2> � 1 0... �q<r�4> Kr�2 �q<r�3> 00 �q<r> Kr�1 �q<r+1>0 q<r�1> � 1 �q<r�2> KrFor r odd we may as well take the transpose of the matrix in de�nition 5.5 to determineDr and then we get the same bottom right part. Developing Dr with respect to ther{th column yields(1) Dr = KrDr�1 + q<r+1>(�q<r�2>Dr�2 � (q<r�1> � 1)A)where A is the determinant of the matrix obtained by deleting the (r� 1){th and r{throw and the (r � 2){th and r{th column in the given matrix. Now developing Dr�1with respect to the (r � 1){th row yields(2) Dr�1 = Kr�1Dr�2 + q<r>A:Combining (1) and (2) we obtainq<r>(q<r> � 1)Dr = q<r>(q<r> � 1)KrDr�1+ q<r+1>(q<r> � 1)[�q<r�2>+<r>Dr�2 � (q<r�1> � 1)(Dr�1 �Kr�1Dr�2)]:Then for i = r�1; r we replace (q<i>�1)Ki by q<i�1>+<i+1>�1 (using the de�nitionof Ki and Proposition 2.2) and getq<r>(q<r> � 1)Dr =[q<r>(q<r�1>+<r+1> � 1)� q<r+1>(q<r> � 1)(q<r�1> � 1)]Dr�1+ q<r+1>(q<r> � 1)[�q<r�2>+<r> + q<r�2>+<r> � 1]Dr�2which simpli�es to the stated relation. �15



6. Formula for Igusa's local zeta function.6.1. Theorem. Let Ei; 1 6 i 6 r, be exceptional curves and E0; Er+1 any components,respectively Er+1 any component, intersecting as in Figure 1. The contribution of[ri=1Ei to ZK(s) or ZK;0(s) is(q � 1)2Drq2(q�0+sN0 � 1)(q�r+1+sNr+1 � 1) ; respectively (q � 1)D0rq2(q�r+1+sNr+1 � 1) ;where Dr and D0r are as in de�nition 5.5.Proof. We consider the �rst case; the other case is analogous by putting (N0; �0) = (0; 1)everywhere. We denote the contribution of [ri=1Ei by(q � 1)2Brq2(q<0> � 1)(q<r+1> � 1)where we keep using the notations <i> and Ki of (5.3). We already remarked that(1) B1 = D1:The expression for the contribution in (5.2) easily yields for all j > 2 thatBj(q<0> � 1)(q<q+1> � 1) = Bj�1(q<0> � 1)(q<j> � 1) + 1(q<j> � 1) [1 + 1q<j+1> � 1 ];so(2) (q<j> � 1)Bj = (q<j+1> � 1)Bj�1 + q<j+1>(q<0> � 1) for j > 2:We claim that the determinants Dj satisfy the same recursive relation :(3) (q<j> � 1)Dj = (q<j+1> � 1)Dj�1 + q<j+1>(q<0> � 1) for j > 2:Then by (1), (2) and (3) we obtain that Br = Dr. We now prove (3) by induction on j.For j = 2 we must show that (q<2> � 1)[K1K2 � q<0>+<3>] = (q<3> � 1)K1 +q<3>(q<0> � 1). This is easy to verify using (q<i> � 1)Ki = q<i�1>+<i+1> � 1 fori = 1; 2. For j > 3 we have by Lemma 5.6 thatq<j>(q<j> � 1)Dj =q<j>(q<j+1> � 1)Dj�1+ q<j+1>[(q<j�1> � 1)Dj�1 � (q<j> � 1)Dj�2]:Plugging in the induction hypothesis yieldsq<j>(q<j> � 1)Dj = q<j>(q<j+1> � 1)Dj�1 + q<j+1>+<j>(q<0> � 1):By dividing out q<j> we are done. � 16



6.2. Example. In the special case that �i = 2 for all i = 1; : : : ; r (which is equivalentto the associated singularity being an Ar{singularity) the contribution above has thefollowing simple expression : Br = Dr = 1 + rXi=1 q<i>:This is easily proved as follows by induction on r (using Lemma 5.6). The cases r = 1and r = 2 are trivial to verify. For r > 3 Lemma 5.6 yields (using <r+1> + <r�1>=2 <r>)q<r>(q<r> � 1)Dr = (q<r+1> + q<r>)(q<r> � 1)Dr�1 � q<r+1>(q<r> � 1)Dr�2:Dividing by (q<r> � 1) and plugging in the induction hypothesis for r� 1 and r� 2 weobtain q<r>Dr = (q<r+1> + q<r>)(1 + r�1Xi=1 q<i>)� q<r+1>(1 + r�2Xi=1 q<i>)= q<r>(1 + r�1Xi=1 q<i>) + q<r+1>+<r�1>= q<r>(1 + rXi=1 q<i>): �6.3. Remark. It is also possible to prove by induction the following `q{analogon' ofLemma 2.4 (using the notations introduced there). For i = 1; : : : ; r we have thatq<i> � 1 = 1�1;r [�i+1;r(q<0> � 1) + �1;i�1(q<r+1> � 1) + (q<0> � 1)(q<r+1> � 1)]:In the spirit of our zeta functions the `q{deformation' of the Lemma is the above ex-pression divided by q � 1. Taking then heuristically the limit for q ! 1 yields indeedthe expression of the Lemma.(6.4) Theorem 6.1 immediately implies that Igusa's local zeta function for curves isentirely determined by the log canonical model in an analogous way as the topologicalzeta function. We state the formulas for ZK;0(s) and more generally ZK;0({; s) for anycharacter {. The global cases are analogous. Again to simplify notations we supposethat the considered germ is not already log canonical itself. Remember that we assumed(X; h) to be de�ned over K and to have good reduction mod P .6.5. Theorem. Using the notations of (3.2) we have the following formula for ZK;0(s)in terms of the log canonical model of the germ of (A 2 ; f�1f0gred) at 0 :q2ZK;0(s) =Xi2Te (q � 1) card( �F i)K(K)q�i+sNi � 1 + XPi2P1 (q � 1)D0iq�i+sNi � 1+ XPi2P2 (q � 1)2Di(q�i+sNi � 1)(q�0i+sN 0i � 1) :17



Here Pi 2 Fi for Pi 2 P1 and fPig = Fi \ F 0i for Pi 2 P2. If Pi 2 P2 is a nonsingularpoint of Xc we put Di := 1 and if Pi 2 P1 [ P2 is singular then Di or D0i is thedeterminant of (5.5) associated to the minimal resolution of Pi (and to the componentsthrough Pi).(6.6) Also for Igusa's local zeta function we can reformulate the known results about itspoles [16,17] in a nice form in terms of the log canonical model. Suppose for simplicitythat f is de�ned over a number �eld F , taken large enough such that (X; h) is alreadyde�ned over F . Then for almost all completions of F we have :s0 is a real pole of ZK;0(s) if and only if s0 = � �iNi for some i 2 Te [ Ts. Moreover s0 isa pole of order 2 if and only if s0 = � �iNi = � �jNj for intersecting Fi and Fj and in thatcase s0 is the pole closest to the origin.If s0 2 f� �iNi ji 2 Teg n f� �iNi ji 2 Tsg, then s0 is a real pole of ZK(s). Moreover s0 is apole of order 2 if and only if s0 = � �iNi = � �jNj for intersecting Fi and Fj .In particular all candidate poles in the formula of Theorem 6.5 are in fact poles.(6.7) For arbitrary { the contribution of an Am;q{singularity is determined completelyanalogously as in (3.6). The only new ingredient is the description of the contributingcoe�cients C{i as treated in (4.5); this description immediately yields the followingresult.6.8. Theorem. Using the notations of (3.2) we have the following formula forZK;0({; s) in terms of the log canonical model of the germ of (A 2 ; f�1f0gred) at 0 :q2ZK;0({; s) =Xi2TedjNi (q � 1)C{iq�i+sNi � 1 + XPi2P1djNimi (q � 1)D0iq�i+sNi � 1+ XPi2P2djNi;dj qiNi+N0imi (q � 1)2Di(q�i+sNi � 1)(q�0i+sN 0i � 1) :Here d is the order of { and the C{i are as in Theorem 4.2. Further Pi 2 P1 is an Ami;qi{singularity and Pi 2 Fi;Pi 2 P2 is either an Ami;qi{singularity or a nonsingular point ofXc and fPig = Fi \ F 0i . If Pi 2 P2 is nonsingular we put Di := 1 and if Pi 2 P1 [P2 issingular then Di or D0i is the determinant of (5.5) associated to the minimal resolutionof Pi (and to the components through Pi). Finally in the characterization of Pi 2 P2we have that qi is the absolute value of the determinant of the intersection matrix of allexceptional curves in the resolution of Pi but the one intersecting the strict transformof F 0i .Remark. For i 2 Te the constant C{i is indeed completely determined by the logcanonical model since �F i is isomorphic to its strict transform �Ei in the embeddedresolution space X. More conceptually we can consider the determining sheaf L{ on(Xc)reg. 18
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